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Abstract— In this work we experimentally observe a symmetry protected optical bound state
in the continuum (BIC) with zero angular momentum in 1D array of ceramic disks at GHz
frequencies. We analyze the dependence of Q factor of BIC on the number of the disks and the
level of the material losses. We confirmed theoretical prediction about quadratic growth of the
Q factor with the number of the disks and its following saturation due to material losses.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a dielectric rod or slab supports waveguide modes formed under the condition
of total internal refection from the waveguide boundaries [1]. The wave numbers of the waveguide
modes lie under the light line of the surrounding space making them orthogonal to the radiation
continuum. When the dispersion curve crosses the frequency cut-off, the waveguide mode turns
into a leaky mode (resonant states) [1]. However, recently it was acknowledged that introduction
of periodic modulation of the refractive index along the axis of the rod or slab discretises the
radiation continuum, and this could result in complete suppression of radiation losses for leaky
modes [2, 3]. Therefore, the resonant state becomes localized, i.e., totally decoupled from the radi-
ation continuum. Such localized solutions are known as bound states in the continuum (BICs) [4, 5].
Recently, the immense progress in handling photonic crystals encouraged extensive studies on BICs
in various periodic photonic structures [2, 6–10]. These studies are predominantly motivated by po-
tential applications to resonant enhancement [11–14], lasing [15, 16], filtering of light [17, 18] and
biosensing [19, 20].

Among variety of the considered designs of photonic structures, the one-dimensional arrays of
spheres or disks are peculiar because of the rational symmetry. It gives rise to existence of BICs
with predefined angular momentum. In the scattered spectra such a state manifest itself as a
scattered field with orbital angular momentum travelling along the array [2, 21–23]. This could be
used for generation of twisted light and, therefore, for optomechanical manipulations [24], quantum
cryptography, and other applications [25]. Theory of BICs in the one-dimensional arrays of spheres
and disks is developed in Refs. [3, 26] but, in spite of a variety of potential applications, experimental
study is not presented for today.

In this work we report first experimental study of BICs in 1D axially symmetric array of dielectric
scatterers. We study transformation of the resonant state into symmetry protected BIC with
increase the number of the scatterers by measurement of the transmission characteristic of the
chain.

2. TRANSMISSION SPECTRA

The polarization of the mode with m = 0 is divided into TE and TM. Therefore, they can be
selectively excited via near field by axially symmetric antennas placed coaxially with the chain.
The TM modes can be excited by electric dipole antenna, and the TE modes can be excited
by magnetic dipole antenna. Since the analyzed symmetry protected BIC is a TE-mode, in the
experiment we use two identical shielded-loop antenna [27] placed coaxially with the chain and
connected to ports of the vector network analyzer [see Fig. 1(a)]. The antennas with the outer
diameter of 10mm have been fabricated from 086 Semi-rigid Coax Cable. They are placed at the
distance D = 5 mm away from the faces of the first and last disks. Such a distance provides a weak
coupling regime between the antennas and the chain providing making the analysis of the Q factor
of the quasi-BIC relevant.

The transmission spectra of the array of 20 disks placed between two loop antenna is shown
in Fig. 1(b). Two transmission bands consisting of 20 resonance peaks each are clearly seen. A
weak signal at frequencies 2.7–2.9GHz corresponds to the modes with m = 1, which are excited
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due to non-perfect axial symmetry of the sample. The resonances laying in the green area in
Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the waveguide modes of the infinite chain and the resonances in the grey
corresponds the leaky modes at the infinite cahin. The intensity of the leaky resonances in the
transmission spectrum is very weak because of poor localization and radiative losses. Panel (b) in
Fig. 1 shows the zoomed transmission spectra in the region of leaky modes. The blue solid line is
the experimental data and the red dotted line is the results of numerical simulation carried out in
Comsol Multiphysics. Fig. 1 shows clearly that the width of the last peak in the series is the most
narrow. This peak corresponds to quasi-BIC, which transforms into a true BIC as N →∞.

Each transmission spectra with a fixed number of the disks is measured five times. After each
measurement, the disks are extracted from the holder and shuffled. The experimental dependence
of the Q factor for two last resonances in the series [see mode 1 and mode 2 in Fig. 1(c)] on the
number of the disks is shown in Fig. 2 with rhombus markers. The error bars show the standard
deviation in the Q factors. The dotted lines correspond to the simulation. One can see that for
small N , when the radiative losses are dominant, the Q factor increases quadratically. However,
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Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the experimental setup for measurement of the transmission trough the chain of the
ceramics disks. (b) Transmission spectra of the chain consisting of 20 ceramics disks placed between two
coaxially positioned loop antennas. The parameters of the chain is following: permittivity of the ceramic
disks is ε = 40, radius of the disks R = 10.2mm and their thickness h = 10.1mm, period of the chain is
L = 15.1mm. The green and grey areas correspond to waveguide and leaky modes, respectively. The inset
shows the photo of the sample. (c) Zoomed-in view of the transmission spectra shown in panel (b). The
dotted line shows the results of numerical simulations carried out in Comsol Multiphysics. The last peak in
the series corresponds to quasi-BIC.
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Figure 2: Experimental measured dependence of Q factors of the symmetry protected quisi-BIC (mode 1)
and the neighboring resonance (mode 2) on the number of the period N in the chain of ceramics disks. Error
bars indicate the standard deviation in the Q factor extracted from the transmission spectra measured five
times. After the each measurement, the disks are extracted from the holder and shuffled. Dotted line shows
the results of numerical simulation in Comsol Multiphysics.
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the deviation from the quadratic behavior becomes essential as N ∼ 20. Further increase of the
number of the disks results in saturation of the total Q factor to the level Qabs = ε′/ε′′. It is clear
that the lower the material losses the bigger number of scatterers necessary to take in order is
needed to suppress the radiative losses of quasi-BIC with respect to the material absorption. The
analyzed chain of the ceramics disks with tan δ = 2.4 × 10−4 behaves as an infinite one when the
number of the disks is more than 50.

3. CONCLUSION

We presented the first report of experimental observation of the symmetry protected BIC in the
linear array of periodically arranged ceramic disks. Due to the Styrofoam material of the cuvette
with permittivity close to an air the system turns out to be close to the system considered in [26]
with however a few important aspects which makes difference between theory and experiment.
The first aspect is a finite number of disks which altogether with material losses and structural
fluctuations brings on agenda a concept of quasi BICs as resonant states with very high Q factor.
The measurement of this Q factor was a subject of the paper. The second aspect is related to
overlapping of eigenmode subbands of the array which belong different OAM with m = 0, 1, 2. That
aspect complicates direct observation of quasi BICs in scattering of plane waves as was considered
in theory [28]. Nevertheless we are going to resume such kind of experiments for another more
favorite choice of disks lengths. However observation of the non symmetry protected BICs with
OAM is our high priority.
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